Simple model of the cultural programming architecture

General overview of the process

The result is that the person “thinks” primarily in terms of the cultural programs that are installed and their “opinion” is actually conditioned responses from the programs that are running in their mind.

This architecture has 2 outstanding effects:

- The messages are installed and constantly reinforce the privileged and oppression programs of the dominating class in the system.
The messages degrade and cripple the self image of the oppressed class in the system.

BOTH classes of people are being manipulated but the real enemy is always hidden.

So the general population is caught in an infinite loop of manipulation, fear, and fighting among themselves.

What is freedom and what is the myth of freedom?

The myth of freedom: “You are free to think whatever you want to think.”

However, the majority of your “thought processes” and “belief system” was conditioned into you by the cultural programming systems.

The result is:

- You think in the language you learned
- Using the cultural symbols and meanings you learned
- Associating the symbols and meanings in ways that you learned
- You are rewarded for thinking this way (no social condemnation and pressure)
- You are punished for not thinking this way (social condemnation and pressure).

Definition of freedom from Merriam-Webster’s online dictionary:
“the absence of necessity, coercion, or constraint in choice or action”

You necessarily think in terms of the belief system you were programmed in.
You are coerced by the people using the mental levers and by the people around you.
And you are constrained by the social structure and by the people around you.

How exactly is this “freedom”?

Slaves wear chains, whether the chains are visible or not

“The conscious and intelligent manipulation of the organized habits and opinions of the masses is an important element in a democratic society. Those who manipulate the unseen mechanism of society constitute an invisible government which is the true ruling power of our country. We are governed, our minds molded, our tastes formed, our ideas suggested, largely by men we have never heard of…
Whatever attitude one chooses toward this condition, it remains a fact that in almost every act of our daily lives, whether in the sphere of politics or business, in our social conduct or in our ethical thinking, we are dominated by a relatively small number of persons … who understand the mental processes and social patterns of the masses. It is they who pull the wires that control the public mind, who harness old social forces and contrive new ways to bind and guide the world.”
Edward Bernays “Propaganda”
1928
If you control what a person thinks, you don’t have to worry about their actions.

If your mind was being controlled, how would you know?

**How is the cultural programming in a person’s mind used by the upper class to control the person? By using mental “levers”**.

Mental levers are the techniques that are used to manipulate the programs in a person’s mind in order to make them behave in a specific or general way.

I.e. Cultural program: Black people are unintelligent, prone to violence, dirty. Therefore the person is afraid of black people.

Mental lever: If you vote for X then black people will move into your neighborhood. Vote for Y.

Result: Person’s culturally installed fear of black people is manipulated to influence them to vote for Y.

Does the manipulation have to be 100% effective in all cases? NO. Remember, only need 1 in 3 to be effectively manipulated to control the entire system.

**Are you starting to see the pattern?**

Information presented to people in a manner which is designed to control them using mental levers is called PROPAGANDA.

Not “advertising”
Not “campaign messages”
Not “public service announcements”
Not “Religious writings”
Not “History”
Not “Education”

**PROPAGANDA**